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SQ Launcher from £495.00 (one-time fixed price payment)

Our Launcher web package is perfect for any new business or start-up in need of a website on a budget. Or, for an 
existing business creating a dedicated micro site to promote a new product or service.

In this package you get a professionally designed five page website to help promote your business. You can 
communicate the unique benefits of your product or service and attract customers to your business with a great 
looking homepage, including navigation to a contact page with email enquiry and to a further page for product 
information.

Briefing
Our experienced designers will help you develop a 
website design brief to get the best from your business 
ideas and website.

Five Page Website
Including a contact page with enquiry form and map.

Mobile responsive design
Visitors today view websites in all sort of ways, often on 
smartphones and tablets The site we will build for you 
will feature a mobile responsive design so it is easily 
accessible for visitors using a smartphone or tablet.

Hosting & domain name
We can help and advise you with the options for 
puchasing your domain name and web host provider. If 
you prefer we can host you on our shared web hosting 
server at £99.00 per year (£49.00 first year).

Email
We can help you setup your email accounts and point 
the Mail records to your chosen Email provider. Or 
if your website is hosted on our web server, then we 
will setup up to 3 email addresses for your domain 
(included in hosting price).

Website backup
Having a complete backup of your website is a vital 
asset should any problems occur. We keep backups of 
all your website files and databases so should there be 
any problems we can have you back up and running.

SSL certificate
Website security is important and we offer a SSL 
certificate as standard. Free for the first year, £10 per 
year thereafter.

HTTPS is a protocol for secure communication over a 
computer network which is widely used on the Internet. 
In a nutshell this means any information passing 
between your website and the visitors computer is 
encrypted to prevent hackers from intercepting it 
and using it maliciously. A website using a secure 
connection with HTTPS shows a green padlock in the 
browser bar giving your visitors peace of mind knowing 
your website is safe.

Content
Package price assumes unique photographic images, 
graphics and text are supplied by you. We can help with 
this if you need us to, at extra cost. Stock Images can be 
sourced at an extra cost.

Extra Pages
Additional pages can be added at for an additional cost.
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Briefing Meeting
We begin by asking you a series of questions at a design brief 
meeting. Questions developed to get right to the heart of how 
a successful site will look to you and help us create the exact 
website you want.

We feel, best work comes from working in a great 
relationship. And so you’ll want to appoint a website agency 
who takes time to understand your ideas and your business. 

Ten Page Website
Ten web pages including an enquiry form and location map.

Extra pages can be added for an additional cost, or you can 
add them yourself using the WordPress content management 
system and a simple to use drag & drop page builder.

WordPress CMS
Using the industry leading WordPress CMS software hands 
you full control and the ability to make changes to your web 
site any time you wish. Using WordPress is pretty intuitive, 
but we do provide basic instruction within the cost of each 
package.

Page Builder
We include in the package an easy to use industry favourite 
drag and drop page builder. Creating new pages and different 
layouts, is as simple as dragging & dropping pre-built content 
modules within the page builder. 

Mobile responsive design
Visitors today view websites in all sort of ways, often on 
smartphones and tablets The site we build for you will feature 
a mobile responsive design so it is easily accessible for visitors 
using a smartphone or tablet.

Hosting & domain name
We can help and advise you with the options for puchasing 
your domain name and web host provider. If you prefer we 
can host you on our shared web hosting server at £99.00 per 
year (£49.00 first year).

Email
We can help you setup your email accounts and point the 
Mail records to your chosen Email provider. Or if your website 
is hosted on our web server, then we will setup up to 3 email 
addresses for your domain (included in hosting price).

Website backup
Having a complete backup of your website is a vital asset 
should any problems occur. We keep backups of all your 
website files and databases so should there be any problems 
we can have you back up and running.

Search Engine Optimisation - Launch
The home page and two other pages on your new website 
will be keyword optimised. This will help Google understand 
what these pages are about and to rank them better in the 
search results. Extra pages can be optimised for an additional 
cost.

Image Optimisation
One of the biggest causes of web pages loading slowly is 
badly optimised images. We include a plugin that takes care 
of all the image optimisation for you. Every image you upload 
will be automatically compressed to the smallest possible file 
size without losing quality, ready for you to use.

SSL certificate
Website security is important and we offer a SSL certificate as 
standard. Free for the first year, £10 per year thereafter.

HTTPS is a protocol for secure communication over a 
computer network. SSL technology is widely used on the 
Internet. In a nutshell this means any information passing 
between your website and the visitors computer is encrypted 
to prevent hackers from interceptingit and using it maliciously. 
A website using a secure connection with HTTPS shows a 
green padlock in the browser bar giving your visitors peace of 
mind knowing your website is safe.

Social Media
Connection to your existing social media platforms is 
included.

Cookie Plugin
You may be aware of the EU Cookie Law which is a piece of 
privacy legislation requiring websites to get consent from 
visitors to store or retrieve any information on a computer.

We will install a Cookie law widget on your website which 
keeps you covered.

Content
Our price assumes unique photographic images, graphics and 
text are supplied by you. We can help with this if you need 
us to, at extra cost. Stock Images can be sourced at an extra 
cost.

Extra Pages
Additional pages can be added at for an additional cost.

Google Analytics
Available as an option at a cost of £125. We will link your 
website to your Google Analytics account, which will allow 
you to track your website’s performance, providing some 
crucial information about where the people viewing your site 
are coming from and how they interact with it.

SQ Crackerjack from £795.00 (one-time fixed price payment)

Crackerjack packages bring together the cost efficiency of a hugely powerful user-editor Content Managed Solution 
(WordPress CMS), with extensive design flexibility.

Get this professionally designed ten page-navigation website to drive your business growth. With a CMS templated system, you 
get the efficiency of the proven WordPress architecture providing the look and functionality you want, without breaking the 
bank.

Get ready to communicate the unique benefits of your product or service and attract customers to your business with a 
dynamic looking homepage, including navigation to a contact page with email enquiry, about us page and two further pages 
for product information.
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Marketing Strategy Meeting
Understanding what you want your website to do and how it 
fits into your overall strategy is our starting point.

To start the process we ask you a series of questions at a 
design brief meeting. These questions have been developed 
to get right to the heart of how a successful site will look to 
you and help us create the exact website you want.

We feel, best work comes from working in a great 
relationship. And if you agree you’ll want to appoint a website 
agency who takes time to understand your ideas and your 
business. One you feel fits hand in glove with the way you 
think and will be able to deliver your vision.

Managed Support
With Caboodle managed support we aim to keep your 
website operational at its maximum efficiency at all times. 
Some of the work may be reactive, such as identifying broken 
internal links as a result of information thrown up in a website 
technical audit. These would be  repaired. Other work may 
be advisory and proactive in nature such as advising you of 
important new technology changes that will affect your future 
website performance.

One example of this would be the need to react to 
Responsive website technology or SSL security.

Enquire for a more comprehensive list.

Ten Page Website
Ten web pages including an enquiry form and location map.

Extra pages can be added for an additional cost, or you can 
add them yourself using the drag & drop page builder.

WordPress CMS
Using the industry leading WordPress CMS software hands 
you full control and the ability to make changes to your web 
site any time you wish. Using WordPress is pretty intuitive, 
but we do provide basic instruction within the cost of each 
package.

Page Builder
We include in the package an easy to use industry favourite 
drag and drop page builder. Creating new pages and different 
layouts, is as simple as dragging & dropping pre-built content 
modules within the page builder. 

Mobile responsive design
The site we build for you will feature a mobile responsive 
design so it is easily accessible for visitors using a smartphone 
or tablet.

Hosting & domain name
We can help and advise you with the options for puchasing 
your domain name and web host provider. If you prefer we 

can host you on our shared web hosting server at £99.00 per 
year (£49.00 first year).

Email
We can help you setup your email accounts and point the 
Mail records to your chosen Email provider. Or if your website 
is hosted on our web server, then we will setup up to 3 email 
addresses for your domain (included in hosting price).

Website backup
Having a complete backup of your website is a vital asset 
should any problems occur. We keep backups of all your 
website files and databases so should there be any problems 
we can have you back up and running.

Search Engine Optimisation - Launch
The home page and two other pages on your new website 
will be keyword optimised. This will help Google understand 
what these pages are about and to rank them better in the 
search results. Extra pages can be optimised for an additional 
cost.

Image Optimisation
One of the biggest causes of web pages loading slowly is 
badly optimised images. We include a plugin that takes care of 
all the image optimisation for you. 

SSL certificate
Website security is important and we offer a SSL certificate as 
standard. Free for the first year, £10 per year thereafter.

Social Media
Connection to your existing social media platforms is included.

Cookie Plugin
EU Cookie Law  privacy legislation requires websites to get consent 
from visitors to store or retrieve any information on a computer. We 
will install a Cookie law widget on your website.

Content
Our price assumes unique photographic images, graphics and text 
are supplied by you. We can help with this if you need us to, at extra 
cost. Stock Images can be sourced at an extra cost.

Extra Pages
Additional pages can be added at for an additional cost.

Google Analytics
Available as an option at a cost of £125. We will link your 
website to your Google Analytics account, which will allow 
you to track your website’s performance, providing some 
crucial information about where the people viewing your site 
are coming from and how they interact with it.

SQ Caboodle from £145.00 per month (in Year 1. Monthly equivalent – paid annually)

Caboodle packages include all features and options available in a Crackerjack WordPress CMS package. To enhance your 
website performance, Caboodle packages benefit from monthly web management and technical audit.

A small monthly investment is all it takes for your website to be kept in great shape. At its operational best, ready to attract 
enquiries. Peace of mind is assured with a Caboodle Package. Caboodle packages combine the cost efficiency of a hugely 
powerful self-editing Content Managed Solution (WordPress CMS), with extensive design flexibility.

Drawing from a very wide range of templates, our designers use the advantage of this cost-efficient platform to uniquely brand 
your ideal site, but without the labour cost (or say expense) of heavy hand coding.

Prices for Year 2 start from £89/month plus VAT (paid annually).
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Marketing Strategy Meeting
Understanding exactly what you want your website to do and 
how it fits with your overall marketing and business strategy is 
how our process begins.

First we ask you a series of questions at one or more design 
brief meetings. These questions have been developed to get 
right to the heart of how a successful site will look to you and 
help us understand the exact functionality you want from your 
website.

We believe exceptional work comes from working in a great 
relationship. And if you agree, you’ll want to appoint a website 
agency who takes time to understand your ideas and your 
business goals. One you feel fits with the way you think and 
will be able to deliver your vision.

Managed Support
With our managed support we aim to keep your website 
operational at its maximum efficiency at all times. Some of the 
work may be reactive, such as identifying broken internal links 
as a result of information thrown up in a website technical 
audit. These would be repaired.  Other work may be advisory 
and proactive in nature such as advising you of important 
new technology changes that will affect your future website 
performance.

One example of this would be the need to react to 
Responsive website technology or SSL security.

Enquire for a more comprehensive list.

Multi-page Website
No limit on navigation, or individual pages.

WordPress CMS
Using the industry leading WordPress CMS software hands 
you full control and the ability to make changes to your web 
site any time you wish. Using WordPress is pretty intuitive, 
but we do provide basic instruction within the cost of each 
package.

Page Builder
We include in the package an easy to use industry favourite 
drag and drop page builder. Creating new pages and different 
layouts, is as simple as dragging & dropping pre-built content 
modules within the page builder. 

Mobile responsive design
he site we build for you will feature a mobile responsive 
design so it is easily accessible for visitors using a smartphone 
or tablet.

Hosting & domain name
We can help and advise you with the options for puchasing 
your domain name and web host provider. If you prefer we 

can host you on our shared web hosting server at £99.00 per 
year (£49.00 first year).

Email
We can help you setup your email accounts and point the 
Mail records to your chosen Email provider. Or if your website 
is hosted on our web server, then we will setup up to 3 email 
addresses for your domain (included in hosting price).

Website backup
Having a complete backup of your website is a vital asset 
should any problems occur. We keep backups of all your 
website files and databases so should there be any problems 
we can have you back up and running.

Search Engine Optimisation - Launch
Selected pages on your new website will be keyword 
optimised. This will help Google understand what these pages 
are about and to rank them better in the search results.

Image Optimisation
One of the biggest causes of web pages loading slowly is 
badly optimised images. We include a plugin that takes care of 
all the image optimisation for you. 

SSL certificate
Website security is important and we offer a SSL certificate as 
standard.

Social Media
Connection to your existing social media platforms is included.

Cookie Plugin
EU Cookie Law  privacy legislation requires websites to get consent 
from visitors to store or retrieve any information on a computer. We 
will install a Cookie law widget on your website.

Content
Our price assumes unique photographic images, graphics and text 
are supplied by you. We can help with this if you need us to, at extra 
cost. Stock Images can be sourced at an extra cost.

Google Analytics
We will link your website to your Google Analytics account, which 
will allow you to track your website’s performance, providing some 
crucial information about where the people viewing your site are 
coming from and how they interact with it.

And more...
We will build the website to your specification and requirements.

SQ Rocket!  POA

Rocket! packages are the next level. There are no limits to size or complexity. Built in WordPress CMS and Page Builder we 
will put together the ultimate package to best match its specification. Start by telling us what you want your site to do and the 
functionality you need.

We’ll explain options and our recommendations based on providing you operational functionality and giving your site visitors 
the best user experience. Prices typically range from around £5,000 – £15,000 plus VAT and will depend on final specification.

Monthly management support fee will reflect website complexity. Design will be bespoke and will enhance your brand.
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